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Public Relations Contact: Christina Kirsten   
Phone: +49 4152 13 93 43 
Email: christina.kirsten@terex.com     
 

 

INDUSTRIAL ACCESS ADOPTS THE GENIE® LIFT CONNECT™ TELEMATICS SOLUTION  

Leading Romanian rental firm orders telematics kits for 110 Genie® boom lifts 

 

 

ROOSENDAAL, THE NETHERLANDS (2nd March 2020) – Industrial Access, Romania’s leading 

equipment rental company, is reputed for being technologically advanced in using data to manage its 

fleet. Owners of a total of 4,000 machines, the company’s aerial fleet counts 1,500 units – 40% of 

which are Genie® units. Today, 110 of Industrial Access’ fully CAN-based Genie machines are 

equipped with the new Genie Lift Connect™ telematics solution. 

 

In 2019, as part of the final phase of development of the Genie Lift Connect telematics solution, Genie 

and Industrial Access worked together to validate the reliability and superiority of the Genie telematics 

solution compared with other telematics programmes on the market. Several months of testing 

performed on eight CAN-based Genie GS™ scissor lifts, as well as Genie Xtra Capacity™ (XC™) S® 

and Z® boom lifts, allowed the Industrial Access telematics technical team to endorse the advantages 

of the Genie Lift Connect offering.   

 

According to Stefan Ponea, Founder and CEO, Industrial Access and Radu Balu, Telematics and 

Intelligent Equipment Specialist, Industrial Access, one reason their company got on board with the 

Genie Lift Connect solution was a test that enabled them to remotely troubleshoot a Deutz engine on a 

Genie S-85 XC boom, which was located on a jobsite in the town of Constanta, near the Black Sea. 

Error codes sent in by the machine to the telematics program made it possible to identify the reasons 

for the engine’s failure immediately and to organise the logistics before sending a technician into the 

field, saving time and money. 

 

The result: Industrial Access recently ordered Genie Lift Connect aftermarket kits for 110 of its fully 

CAN-based Genie machines produced before 2020.  

 

Genie Director of Product and Business Development for Telematics, Terex AWP, Christine Zeznick 

explains what made Industrial Access the right partners for the test: “Our companies have been 

partners for more than 10 years, and Industrial Access is extremely experienced in the use of 
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telematics. Put together, we both gain from working together to offer the best telematics software and 

hardware in the aerial market.” 

 

Directly involved in the test, Stefan Ponea, said: "We took advantage of the offer from Genie to partner 

on the development of the Genie Lift Connect telematic solution because we understood that the 

approach of Genie to fleet management focuses on tangible, actionable data. In 2006, we created our 

own fleet management ecosystem, SmartRent, and were still looking for the right telematics system to 

feed information into it.” 

 

SmartRent is a top-class fleet management system that, within just a few years, has enabled Industrial 

Access to grow from being a medium-sized, general rental business to the position of market leader 

offering a vast range of equipment. For Industrial Access, Genie was the right partner capable of 

supporting the firm’s ambition to grow its business further, at the same time as helping to improve the 

development of its own telematics programme. 

 

Ponea continues: "Before engaging in the test, we needed to be certain that the hardware and the 

software of the Genie Lift Connect solution would respond to our needs efficiently, based on our own 

fleet management experience with Smartrent starting with a small number of units. Genie accepted the 

challenge. We worked hand-in-hand as a team with a common goal of bringing to market the most 

efficient telematics solution in the aerial industry, both directly and from API. Based on our experience, 

the objective has by all means been achieved.” 

 

Since January 2020, the new Genie telematics solution is now available for the EME region (Europe 

and some Middle East countries) as a factory-installed feature that comes standard with a free, 3-year 

subscription for Genie GS scissor lifts, Genie Z and S boom lifts, and GTH™ telehandlers. Aftermarket 

kits are available for machines produced back to 2015. 

 

For more information about Genie Lift Connect Telematics, visit: https://www.genielift.com/en-

gb/support/lift-connect .   

#### 

PHOTO CAPTIONS  

Stefan Ponea, Founder and CEO, Industrial Access 

Genie S-85 XC boom located on a jobsite in the town of Constanta, near the Black Sea. 

War Room Industrial Access_Smart_Rent 

 

 

About Industrial Access 
Industrial Access SA Romania is the largest independent powered access rental company in the Balkans area. Founded in 
2005 by Stefan Ponea, in the past 15 years, the company’s history of strong organic growth has led the firm to develop from a 
small entrepreneurial company to the most developed powered access rental network depot in Romania that also counts two 
100% owned subsidiaries in Bulgaria and Moldova. Industrial Access provides reliable, rental solutions offering coverage 
through an extensive network of branches. Today the company owns a fleet of 4,000 machines, among which 1,500 aerial work 
platforms and 40% Genie units. Two years ago, the company was acquired by TVH and currently employs 140 members of 
staff. www.smartrent.com 
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About Terex 
Terex Corporation is a global manufacturer of lifting and material processing products and services delivering lifecycle solutions 
that maximize customer return on investment. Major Terex brands include Terex, Genie and Powerscreen. Terex solutions 
serve a broad range of industries, including construction, infrastructure, manufacturing, shipping, transportation, refining, 
energy, utilities, quarrying and mining. Terex offers financial products and services to assist in the acquisition of Terex 
equipment through Terex Financial Services. More information about Terex is available on its website: www.Terex.com, and on 
its LinkedIn page -- www.linkedin.com/company/terex and Facebook page -- www.facebook.com/TerexCorporation. 
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